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Abstract: For most of the arable land in Russia (132–137 million ha), the dominant and accurate soil
information is stored in the form of map archives on paper without coordinate reference. The last
traditional soil map(s) (TSM, TSMs) were created over 30 years ago. Traditional and/or archival soil
map(s) (ASM, ASMs) are outdated in terms of storage formats, dates, and methods of production.
The technology of constructing a multitemporal soil line (MSL) makes it possible to update ASMs and
TSMs based on the processing of big remote-sensing data (RSD). To construct an MSL, the spectral
characteristics of the bare soil surface (BSS) are used. The BSS on RSD is distinguished within the
framework of the conceptual apparatus of the spectral neighborhood of the soil line. The filtering
of big RSD is based on deep machine learning. In the course of the work, a vector georeferenced
version of the ASM and an updated soil map were created based on the coefficient “C” of the MSL.
The maps were verified based on field surveys (76 soil pits). The updated map is called the map
of soil interpretation of the coefficient “C” (SIC “C”). The SIC “C” map has a more detailed legend
compared to the ASM (7 sections/chapters instead of 5), greater accuracy (smaller errors of the first
and second kind), and potential suitability for calculating soil organic matter/carbon (SOM/SOC)
reserves (soil types/areals in the SIC “C” map are statistically significant are divided according to the
thickness of the organomineral horizon and the content of SOM in the plowed layer). When updating,
a systematic underestimation of the numbers of contours and areas of soils with manifestations of
negative/degradation soil processes (slitization and erosion) on the TSM was established. In the
process of updating, all three shortcomings of the ASMs/TSMs (archaic storage, dates, and methods
of creation) were eliminated. The SIC “C” map is digital (thematic raster), modern, and created based
on big data processing methods. For the first time, the actualization of the soil map was carried out
based on the MSL characteristics (coefficient “C”).

Keywords: arable lands; carbon stocks; deep machine learning; digital soil mapping; neural networks;
soil degradation

1. Introduction

One way to describe the spatial heterogeneity of agricultural lands is soil cartogra-
phy [1,2]. Soil maps of large scales (1:10,000, 1:25,000) can divide an arable field into several
fragments/contours. Each contour of a large-scale soil map contains, as a rule, information
on the content of organic matter, the thickness of the humus–accumulative horizon, particle
size distribution, acidity, and so on; such properties are usually different from adjacent
contours. Without soil maps, it is difficult to implement the concept of landscape-adaptive
agriculture [3]. Large-scale soil maps obtained by traditional ground surveys are currently
the most widely used [4,5]. Conventional large-scale soil maps (including those processed
into vector format) were created, as a rule, more than 30 years ago [6] and need to be
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updated [7]. Some studies show that in agricultural mapping, soil maps contribute more to
the quality of modeling than remote-sensing data (RSD) [8,9].

Monitoring of the soil cover in Russia on a large scale was carried out by two
organizations—the agrochemical service [10] and GIPROZEM (State Design Institute of
Land Management), which was disbanded in the 1990s during the collapse of the USSR [11].
Large-scale soil maps were compiled by GIPROZEM according to a single instruction for
all agricultural lands of the USSR [4]. Four rounds/stages of soil survey took place. Each
subsequent round updated the previously made maps. The last one is dated 1980–1992.
The arable lands of Russia (RSFSR) under the USSR amounted to 137 million ha and were
fully provided with soil maps at a scale of 1: 10,000 or 1: 25,000. Digital soil cartography
was not used at that time. At present, the soil maps of the USSR are becoming outdated
both in terms of the dates of their compilation and in terms of the obsolescence of the
methods for their creation. There is a task of updating archival soil maps (ASM, ASMs).

If the need to update large-scale ASMs is beyond doubt, then different materials
and methods for obtaining relevant soil information are offered: traditional ground/field
investigations [4], modeling [12–15] based on the processing of digital elevation models
(DEMs) [16–21] and climate data [22,23], processing of RSD. Most researchers tend to use
the RSD. Several researchers use RSD in the form of vegetation indices (VI, VIs—in the
plural) [6,9,24–29]. Others use the bare soil surface (BSS) characteristics [7,8,11,30–37]. Still
others use ground-based spectroscopy [38].

Both VIs and BSS can use both individual frames of the RSD [39–44] and multitemporal
series [24,41,45–49]. Multitemporal RSD series are increasingly being used in various areas
of economic activity (restoration after fires, snowmelt monitoring, forest dynamics, tundra
classification, environmental vulnerability, etc.) [50–54]. When using multitemporal series,
traditional VIs are changed by more complex models—LSMM [55] or PARAFAC [49].

Various methods of soil mapping have their own advantages and disadvantages.
Ground methods are the most reliable, but also the most time-consuming [4,56]. Modeling
gives not real, but potential characteristics of the soil cover [11]. VIs are the most developed
and widely applicable but provide only indirect information about the soil cover. Possibly,
more promising are the methods of RSD with BSS analysis [7,8,11,30–37].

Detection of BSS from RSD is often practiced based on VIs thresholds [8,36,37]. The
frequency of VI application for identifying BSS on RSD shows that for particular tasks (for
example, within a single agricultural field), this method can provide acceptable accuracy.
Investigations of the BSS location in the RED-NIR spectral space showed that the selection
of the BSS by VIs thresholds for the entire Landsat scene gives large errors [34]. At any VI
threshold, along with the BSS, areas covered with crop residues, etc. will be detected on the
Landsat scene. The authors tend to take a different approach in selecting BSS. Elicitation of
BSS is possible on RSD in the spectral neighborhood of the soil line (SNSL) paradigm. The
SNSL theory itself is described in a series of articles from 2016–2018 [31–35]. It should be
noted that RSD has now taken the form of big data [57]. Processing of big satellite data/RSD
is possible both in manual mode (retrospective monitoring of soil and land cover) [58–62]
and automated, based on deep machine learning [29,63–66]. During manual processing,
each RSD frame is viewed by the operator for diagnostics and selection of monitoring
objects. With an automated technique, the monitoring objects are recognized on each frame
of RSD by a neural network, i.e., the operator does not view multitemporal series of RSD.
The SNSL theory assumes the possibility of revealing the spatial heterogeneity of the soil
cover based on big RSD, but without the use of indicator botany (e.g., VI).

Over decades the archives of RSD have taken the form of big data, and the problem of
selecting RSD when forming multitemporal series arises. The selection can be done manu-
ally [58–62], algorithmically [8,36,37], or based on artificial intelligence (AI) [9,29,30,63–67].
AI is used as computer vision, but it helps to implement data mining and MapReduce pro-
cedures [67,68]. RSD fragments selected by neural network filtering or other methods are
used to mapping of intrafield heterogeneity of soil and land cover: ExactFarming [69], Farm-
ersEdge [70], Cropio [71], Intterra [72], AGRO-SAT [73], NEXT farming [74], Agronote [75],
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OneSoil [76]. Areas of degraded soils are one of the components of the intrafield hetero-
geneity of the soil cover [24]. The promise of deep machine learning [77] is confirmed by
its successful application in various fields: precision agriculture [78,79], medical image
diagnostics [80,81], geosensing [82,83], and autonomous driving [84].

When processing RSD for crop production and soil mapping, the RED and NIR
channels/bands are most often used [25–28,85,86]. The use of the RED and NIR channels
goes back to the description of the “tasseled cap” [87,88]. At the same time, the development
of VIs construction allows the use of other spectral bands in addition to RED-NIR. For
example, when calculating EVI, the BLUE channel is used [89]. When calculating LAI, the
SWIR channel [90,91] or the GREEN channel is added to the calculations. It is proposed to
use the SWIR2 channel for soil cover diagnostic as well [8].

In 2023, the authors checked the correctness of the choice of the RED and NIR spectral
bands for the detection of soil degradation according to the BSS [92]. The information
content of six Landsat spectral bands for soil mapping (BLUE, GREEN, RED, NIR, SWIR1,
and SWIR2) was compared over 37 years [92].

The authors have developed several methods for processing multitemporal RSD series
for soil mapping purposes [7,24,29,93]: a method of averaging VIs values, a method of
frequency filtering VIs values, and a method of calculating soil line parameters. In the
work of 2021 [7], it was suggested that the use of multitemporal BSS series on RSD is highly
effective for correcting ASMs and constructing an updated soil map. The work itself was
devoted to updating soil maps based on VIs.

In the present work, we intend to test two new approaches to processing RSD that
have not previously been used to construct and correct soil maps, in particular:

1. Apply a new method for obtaining the spectral characteristics of BSS based on a
multitemporal soil line (MSL).

2. Carry out the selection of multitemporal data of the BSS to build the MSL based on a
neural network.

This research aims to test the possibility of updating (correcting) archival large-scale
(1:10,000, 1:25,000) soil maps based on the multitemporal spectral characteristics of RED
and NIR for BSS conditions with neural network filtering of RSD archives.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site Description

The research was carried out on the territory of an agricultural farm with an area of
2215 ha in the Zernogradsky District of the Rostov Oblast (Figure 1). The elevation in the
studied site ranged from 50 to 100 m a.s.l. The dominant soils are ordinary chernozems
(Haplic Chernozem), medium-thick, carbonate, low-humus, clayey on loess-like clays.
The average annual air temperature is 9.3 ◦C, the sum of active air temperatures (above
10 ◦C)—3000–3350 ◦C, and the average annual precipitation—486 mm. The climate of the
study area is characterized as temperate continental with mild winters and hot summers or
as hot-summer humid continental (Dfa) according to the Köppen climate classification [94].
The Rostov Oblast is an important agricultural region (it produces ~4.6% of all crop and
livestock products, or 2nd place within the Russian regions). A high degree of agricultural
development (85% of the region’s territory) and frequent land cultivation leads to intensifi-
cation of various negative/degradation soil processes. Slitization [95,96] and erosion [97]
have become widespread. The average soil loss caused by water erosion is 0.83–2.64 mm/yr
(6.9–22.0 t ha–1/yr) for arable lands, and deflation rates can reach 55–126 t ha–1/yr [98].
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2.2. Methods
2.2.1. A Group of Methods for Creating Vector Versions of Large-Scale Soil Maps

Storage. There is no public repository of large-scale soil maps in electronic form in
Russia. Maps are stored in the territorial divisions of Rosreestr [99] in paper form. The maps
are cut into fragments of A4 or A3 formats, which are pasted on a gauze base. The maps are
stacked up and stored in folders of A4 and A3 formats. The folders contain the names of
collective/state farms of the USSR, the name of the administrative district, and the subject
of the RSFSR (Union Republic of the former USSR, currently the Russian Federation).

Search. There are no schemes of borders and names of collective/state farms of the
RSFSR in the public domain and Rosreestr’s storage facilities. Geographic coordinates were
not plotted on large-scale soil maps. There are two methods for searching soil information
for a given territory: (1) accurate to the region (i.e., start georeferencing all soil maps of
the region), (2) view all maps of the region one by one and search for the names of rivers
and settlements.

Scanning. The soil map on a paper-gauze carrier has a large thickness (3–5 mm) and
large dimensions (more than 3 × 5 m). For scanning, wide-format scanners with adjustable
widths of scanned materials are used.

Gluing. Neighboring fragments A4 and A3 of large-scale soil maps may not be
geographically neighbors with an accuracy of about 5 mm (sometimes up to 1 cm of paper).
Given the scale of the map, this can be 50 m in nature. This is due to cutting fragments
of cards and sticking fragments on gauze. In this regard, after scanning, it is necessary to
separate each fragment of A3 or A4 into separate images. Then these fragments need to be
assembled into a spatially internally correct raster image.

Georeferencing. Since there are no geographic coordinates on paper large-scale soil
maps, they are georeferenced to topographic maps at a scale of 1:25,000 or RSD with
a spatial resolution of about 1 m. One raster image is georeferenced to another. For
georeferencing, the most clearly identifiable objects of both maps are used—rivers, roads,
settlements, etc. (in most cases, soil maps did not have triangulation points).

Vectorization. After accurate georeferencing of large-scale soil maps, manual or semi-
automatic [100] vectorization of exclusively soil information is carried out. Legends of
these maps are used as a database for the vector version of soil maps.

As a result of six consecutive actions, the most geographically accurate vector ver-
sion/form of a large-scale soil map is obtained.

2.2.2. A Group of Methods for Obtaining Multitemporal Spectral Characteristics of BSS
Choice of Sources

To construct a multitemporal series of RSD spectral characteristics, several circum-
stances must be met:

(1) Long-term period of data acquisition;
(2) The unity in frequency of receiving frames (scenes);
(3) Unity of spatial resolution;
(4) Sufficiency of spatial resolution for solving the task;
(5) Unity of spectral characteristics;
(6) Unity of spectral correction methods.

All conditions are currently met by the archives of RSD Landsat 4, 5, 7, 8, 9: the
archives cover the period from 1984 to the present (2023), six spectral imaging ranges of
bands (BLUE, GREEN, RED, NIR, SWIR1, and SWIR2) are the same for all 5 spacecraft,
the spatial resolution of 30 m is the same for six spectral channels, a single atmospheric
correction is applied.
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Filtering of RSD Frames Unsuitable for BSS Calculations

To calculate the coefficients of the MSL [35], it is necessary to have an open soil
surface/BSS on the RSD frames. To do this, is required to select RSD frames or fragments
of RSD frames where there would be no vegetation, clouds, water, soot, crop residues,
snow, etc. The selection of suitable images can be done manually on the principles of SNSL.
The result of manual selection can be converted into a dataset. Based on the dataset, it is
possible to carry out machine learning and automate the filtering of RSD. This problem
was solved by the authors based on the development and application of gradient boosting
and a neural network [29].

Application of Machine Learning for Filtering RSD (Gradient Boosting and
Neural Network)

A good machine-learning method for filtering suitable RSD is gradient boosting [101].
The implementation of the method is described in detail by Rukhovich et al. [29]. The
manually created dataset was applied. The dataset contains a set of RSD fragments indi-
cating vegetation, cloudiness, waterlogging, snow, and so on. The CatBoost [102] library
of the Python programming language for machine learning using the gradient boosting
method was used. The logistic function is used as the default loss function for a binary
classification problem. For two classes with labels y ∈ {0.1} and predicted probability p, the
loss Formula (1) is:

LogLoss(y, p) = −ylogp− (1− y)log(1− p) (1)

The classifier is trained for 200 iterations with a learning rate of 0.01. Because the
collected dataset is highly unbalanced, we set unequal weights for both classes; more
specifically, their values are 0.01 and 0.99. Strong imbalance means the ratio of detected
(recognizable) objects in the dataset to the rest data in which the array is less than 1/100. It
is worth noting that with a strong sample imbalance, the specified training accuracy of 95%
can be achieved without detecting (recognizing) any object.

To train the neural network, the same dataset was used for gradient boosting. The task
is similar to the gradient boosting procedure—binary classification of the image—“suitable”
and “not suitable”. Training methodology is described in detail in the work of 2021 [29].
The standard architecture of the convolutional neural network for the binary classification
problem is used. Such architectures typically [103,104] consist of a pair of convolutional
blocks followed by a pooling layer and another pair of fully connected layers. In turn, the
convolutional block contains a convolutional layer, a normalization layer, an activation
layer, and a maximal pooling layer. Input layer shape 128 × 128 × 8; here 8 channels
include: RED, GREEN, BLUE, NIR, SWIR1, SWIR2, NDVI, and binary field mask.

Recognition of BSS

For the full scene of the RSD (Landsat, Sentinel), the BSS in the RED-NIR spectral
plane takes the form of an ellipse [34]. The authors believe that the BSS in the spectral space
of RED and NIR takes the form of an ellipse. The ellipse of the BSS spectral characteristics is
located on the soil line between the zones of crop residues (straw) and traces of agricultural
fires (soot) [34]. In this regard, the BSS on the entire RSD frame cannot be distinguished
based on VIs [34,105]. The ellipse of the spectral BSS values can be manually selected on
the “tasseled cap” graphs [87,88]. It is possible to form a dataset from manually selected
BSS areas on RSD for 37 years. Based on the dataset, it is possible to carry out machine
learning and automate the filtering of RSD. This problem was solved by the authors based
on the development and application of a neural network [93].
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The Use of a Neural Network in the Recognition of BSS

The creation and application of a neural network for BSS recognition is described in
detail in 2022 [93]. The method consists of training a neural network based on a dataset.
The dataset is a series of Landsat scenes for the period from 1984 to 2021 in which the BSS
is distinguished. The theory of SNSL was used to identify the BSS contours. According
to this theory, BSS occupies a specific place on the “tasseled cap” plot. The SNSL location
only partially coincides with the soil line for NDVI-type VIs [106]. The trained neural
network makes it possible to identify BSS on any Landsat frames in similar soil and
climatic conditions.

Deep machine learning uses the popular neural architecture for image segmentation
U-Net [83], the ReLU activation function and batch normalization [107], the Dice loss
function [108], and the Adam optimization algorithm [109].

Machine-Learning Quality Assessment

(1) Test selection/sample. A set of objects not used in training;
(2) Acceptance selection/sample. A set of objects not used in elaboration;
(3) Sliding control (cross-validation, CV) [110,111]. The training sample is divided into N

parts and training is performed N times on N (1 part, without repetitions).

Calculation of the Average Multitemporal Characteristics of the BSS

The authors showed that a “tasseled cap” can be built not only for an RSD frame but
also for each RSD pixel based on the totality of the received spectral values of RED and
NIR for 30 or more years on the same type of RSD [34] (Figure 2a). As a result, an MSL can
be constructed [34,112] (Figure 2). Since the BSS multitemporal characteristics also take
the form of an ellipse, it is proposed to use the ellipse parameters of the multitemporal
spectral values for calculating the single BSS multitemporal characteristics of each pixel. In
the present study, the remoteness of the center of the ellipse from the origin of the spectral
plane RED and NIR—the coefficient “C” is used as a multitemporal characteristic of the
BSS [34] (Figure 2b). In terms of describing the multitemporal spectral distribution of the
BSS characteristics, the coefficient “C” is some kind of average long-term spectral value of
RED-NIR in each pixel. The physical meaning of the coefficient “C” is also mentioned in
Section 4.1.

A map of the BSS spectral characteristics can be constructed for areas of the earth’s
surface where the BSS occurs quite often. In our studies, such areas are arable land. Forest
belts, roads, settlements, etc. are removed from the calculations, and information about the
arable boundaries was obtained by retrospective monitoring of the soil and land cover.

2.2.3. Retrospective Monitoring of Soil and Land Cover

The method is described in a series of works in 2013–2020 [58–62]. The method makes
it possible to restore the change in the arable land’s boundaries in the period from the
present to 1968. Special detailing is carried out from 1984 to the present when there was a
high dynamic of plowing areas in Russia [113]. The method is based on the interpretation
of satellite imagery of different spatial resolutions: high (IKONOS, GeoEye-1, WorldView,
etc.) [114] and medium spatial resolution (Landsat, Sentinel) [115], as well as archival data
of 1968 and 1975 (CORONA) [116]. The accuracy of the method corresponds to that of
conventional mapping at a scale of 1:10,000 [117,118]. The method requires a GIS project of
a certain composition and quality.
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Figure 2. (a) Multitemporal plot of the RED-NIR values distribution for one point in an agricultural
field. (b) MSL coefficients (C—distance from the center of the ellipse to the origin of the RED-NIR
spectral space; a—tg(α)—tangent of the soil line’ slope; b—offset along the ordinate axis; x—RED
coordinate; y—NIR coordinate; h1—length of the major axis of the ellipse; h2—length of the minor
axis ellipse approximation; red ellipse—ellipse approximation of the values of BSS multitemporal
spectral characteristics in the RED-NIR spectral space).

2.2.4. Ground Verification Methods

To assess the quality of conventional ASMs and soil maps built on the principles of
SNSL, it is necessary to conduct a traditional field soil survey. A field survey requires
determining the places for laying soil profiles, which according to the method [4], take into
account the relief and RSD. In modern conditions, this requires the creation of a GIS project.

Creation of a GIS Project

A GIS project should include the following georeferenced information: topographic
maps, aerial photography, DEM, and updated RSD of high and medium resolution.

Creation of a Ground Survey Plan

Based on the GIS of the project, the coordinates of the soil pits (cross-section/profiles)
locations are determined. The soil pits should characterize slopes, watersheds, thalwegs,
depressions, etc. In the case of a large-scale survey, soil pits can be laid based on the
density—one pit per 15–50 ha of arable land.

Ground Data Collection

The soil profile is excavated to a depth of 0.5–1.5 m, usually to the illuvial horizon
(B) or parent rock (C). For each profile, a soil description, photographing, and sampling
are carried out. The coordinates of the soil pits are recorded by a GPS receiver. A soil
sample is taken from the top 0–10 cm layer of each cross-section to measure the organic
matter (OM) content. The thickness of the humus (also known as humus–accumulative
or organomineral) horizon was also measured. The thickness of the humus horizon was
understood as the total thickness of the A and AB horizons [119–121]. The content of OM
was determined according to the Tyurin method [122]. A direct analog of Tyurin’s method
for determining OM is the method of Walkley-Black [123].
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When describing the soil profiles and using the values of the OM content in the
plow layer and the thickness of the humus horizon, the type and subtype of soil and the
presence of degradation were determined. Degradation was understood as a decrease in the
thickness of the humus horizon and/or a decrease in the content of OM in the plow layer
in relation to the typical A+AB depth and humus content of the soil for the study region.

2.2.5. Cartographic Analysis

Cartographic analysis was carried out in ArcGIS [124]. All materials are collected
in this GIS shell. The main method of analysis was the pairwise intersection of different
GIS layers of the project. The results of the intersection were recorded in spreadsheets. In
spreadsheets, the quantitative parameters of the obtained combinations were evaluated,
and regression equations were constructed.

2.2.6. Atmospheric Correction

For Landsat and Sentinel, the atmospheric correction was carried out using the ATCOR
module of the ERDAS Imagine software package [125].

2.2.7. Estimating the Accuracy of Soil Maps

The assessment of accuracy was carried out in terms of information theory: errors of
the first kind (type I error, false-positive result) and errors of the second kind (type II error,
false negative result). In the present work, this means:

(1) False-positive result—the contour of the soil map included soil cross-sections with the
name of soils that do not match the name in this contour according to the map legend;

(2) False negative result—cross-sections with soil names identical to the legend are
outside the contour.

2.2.8. Flowchart of Research

Figure 3 shows a flowchart of the application and grouping of the 20 methods used in
the current investigation. The methods are grouped into two large blocks. The first block is
the work with traditional soil maps (TSMs), both with the paper and vector versions on a
large scale. The second block is the processing of big RSD stored in the cloud. The methods
of the second block make it possible to obtain a soil map based on the processing of the
multitemporal spectral characteristics of the BSS. The second block can be implemented by
more traditional methods of selecting big data manually and according to specified criteria,
or by more modern methods using machine learning. The flowchart shows at what stages
of work the machine learning was used.

The results of both blocks are verified based on traditional ground observations/survey
methods and compared with each other.

The final result of the work of both blocks is an updated digital soil map.
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3. Results
3.1. GIS Project (Used Materials)

A GIS project was created for the territory of the Zernogradsky district, Rostov Oblast,
including the following layers:

(1) Topographic maps at a scale of 1:25,000 and 1:50,000;
(2) Panchromatic aerial photography of 2012 with a spatial resolution of 0.6 m

(orthophotomap);
(3) Digital elevation model (SRTM) 1 arcsecond [21];
(4) Scanned analog space imagery of 1968 with a spatial resolution of 1.8 m (panchromatic,

KH-4B satellite, US CORONA mission);
(5) Scanned analog space imagery of 1975 with a spatial resolution of 6 m (panchromatic,

KH-9 satellite, US CORONA mission);
(6) RSD Landsat 4–8 from 1985 to 2022;
(7) Space imagery Sentinel-2 2016–2022.

3.2. Ground Surveys

Based on the GIS project, a ground survey was carried out in April of 2022. A total of
76 soil profiles were laid. The location of the soil pits is shown in Figure 1. The measurement
results are summarized in Table 1. There are 7 soil varieties described/detected of the
following soil types/subtypes:

(1) Chernozem-meadow, slitized, compacted, thick—high thickness of humus horizon,
low-humus, clayey on hypergenized loess-like clays (chernozem-meadow slitized);

(2) Meadow–chernozem, deeply slitized, compacted, thick, low-humus, clayey on hyper-
genized loess-like clays (meadow-chernozem deeply slitized);

(3) Meadow-chernozem, thick, low-humus, clayey on loess-like clays (meadow-chernozem);
(4) Ordinary chernozem, medium-thick, carbonate, low-humus, clayey on loess-like clays

(ordinary chernozems);
(5) Ordinary chernozem, medium-thick, slightly eroded, carbonate, slightly humus,

clayey on loess-like clays (ordinary chernozem slightly eroded);
(6) Ordinary chernozem, thin, moderately eroded, carbonate, slightly humus, clayey on

loess-like clays (ordinary chernozem moderately eroded);
(7) Ordinary chernozem, thin, strongly eroded, carbonate, slightly humus, clayey on

loess-like clays (ordinary chernozem strongly eroded).

Table 1. Characteristics of the soil.

No. of
Soil Pit

Soil Name
Number under the
Field Description

(Table 2)

SOM
Content

(0–10 cm, %)

Thickness of
Organic Horizons

(A + AB, cm)

Soil Name
Number

According to the
TSM (Table 3)

Coefficient
“C” Values

Soil
Name/Number
on the SIC “C”
Map (Table 2)

1 4 4.6 66 2 0.150316 4
2 1 4.7 93 1 0.140834 2
3 4 4.9 71 3 0.148305 4
4 6 3 40 3 0.162505 6
5 1 4.4 80 1 0.140222 2
6 4 4.5 75 2 0.152182 4
7 1 4.2 80 1 0.139464 1
8 3 4.8 85 2 0.147933 3
9 1 4.7 90 1 0.139807 1

10 5 3.2 50 3 0.156162 5
11 4 4.5 74 2 0.151732 4
12 4 4.7 81 2 0.151351 4
13 5 3.3 53 2 0.155832 5
14 2 4.2 99 2 0.140252 2
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Table 1. Cont.

No. of
Soil Pit

Soil Name
Number under the
Field Description

(Table 2)

SOM
Content

(0–10 cm, %)

Thickness of
Organic Horizons

(A + AB, cm)

Soil Name
Number

According to the
TSM (Table 3)

Coefficient
“C” Values

Soil
Name/Number
on the SIC “C”
Map (Table 2)

15 1 4.5 88 2 0.135304 1
16 3 4.6 83 2 0.146523 3
17 2 4.9 89 2 0.140269 2
18 3 5.3 90 2 0.144951 3
19 4 4.6 78 2 0.151866 4
20 3 5 96 2 0.144625 3
21 1 4.7 82 3 0.136906 1
22 4 4.9 75 3 0.146855 3
23 4 4.2 61 3 0.150051 4
24 5 4 57 3 0.149483 4
25 1 4.6 91 3 0.135332 1
26 4 5 75 3 0.148191 4
27 4 3.9 61 3 0.155674 5
28 3 4.1 87 3 0.141560 2
29 4 4.2 63 3 0.152116 4
30 2 4.3 77 1 0.141348 2
31 5 3.7 54 3 0.151744 4
32 5 3.7 57 3 0.154935 5
33 4 4.5 60 3 0.152203 4
34 2 4.2 87 3 0.138459 1
35 4 3.7 71 3 0.151331 4
36 4 4.8 61 3 0.151851 4
37 2 4.2 92 3 0.136519 1
38 4 3.9 64 3 0.150888 4
39 1 5.2 81 1 0.138736 1
40 5 4 55 3 0.152202 4
41 2 4.1 85 3 0.142406 2
42 5 3.8 56 3 0.154424 5
43 4 4.3 77 3 0.146385 3
44 5 4.3 59 3 0.150074 4
45 5 3.9 53 3 0.152083 4
46 6 3.6 49 3 0.154031 5
47 5 3.9 54 3 0.15323 5
48 4 4.5 65 3 0.150645 4
49 4 3.6 61 3 0.153833 5
50 4 3.9 66 3 0.153927 5
51 7 2.9 32 3 0.166287 7
52 6 3.2 45 3 0.160868 6
53 5 3.5 54 3 0.155222 5
54 5 3.6 52 4 0.154699 5
55 4 4.8 63 4 0.149733 4
56 5 3.6 53 4 0.153059 5
57 6 2.9 42 5 0.162181 6
58 4 4.7 79 5 0.147011 3
59 7 3.1 36 5 0.164403 7
60 7 2.9 29 5 0.171483 7
61 5 3.6 51 4 0.157736 5
62 6 3 43 4 0.162500 6
63 7 2.7 22 5 0.180938 7
64 7 2.6 22 5 0.180318 7
65 3 5.2 92 4 0.146179 3
66 5 3.6 51 4 0.154792 5
67 6 3.2 45 4 0.159494 6
68 7 2.7 30 5 0.178228 7
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Table 1. Cont.

No. of
Soil Pit

Soil Name
Number under the
Field Description

(Table 2)

SOM
Content

(0–10 cm, %)

Thickness of
Organic Horizons

(A + AB, cm)

Soil Name
Number

According to the
TSM (Table 3)

Coefficient
“C” Values

Soil
Name/Number
on the SIC “C”
Map (Table 2)

69 7 3 33 5 0.170166 7
70 6 3.1 43 4 0.156711 5
71 7 2.7 28 4 0.164193 7
72 6 3.1 40 4 0.161561 6
73 4 3.7 60 4 0.155570 5
74 6 3.1 42 4 0.157594 5
75 4 4.1 69 4 0.150709 4
76 5 3.5 55 4 0.154908 5

The average OM content of the ordinary chernozem was 4.5%, and the thickness of the
organomineral layer was 75 cm, which is in good agreement with the characteristics of this
zonal soil—ordinary chernozem, medium-thick, carbonate, low-humus, clayey on loess-like
clays [119,120]. This soil type is characterized by the following values—the thickness of the
humus horizon is 60–80 cm and the OM content is 4–6% [126,127]. Threshold values for the
OM content and the thickness of the humus horizon (4% and 60 cm); below such values the
soil is considered subject to degradation.

Soil pits are added to the GIS project as a point layer.

Table 2. Ranges of the “C” coefficient values for creating a SIC “C” map.

Soil Number in the Legend
of SIC “C” Map and Profiles

Description

The Name of the Soil in the Legend of the
SIC “C” Map and the Description of the

Soil Profiles

The Range of the
Coefficient “C”

Values

Soil Area of SIC “C”
Map (ha)

1 Chernozem-meadow slitized 0.103–0.140 154.71
2 Meadow-chernozem deeply slitized 0.140–0.144 111.69
3 Meadow-chernozem 0.144–0.148 218.88
4 Ordinary chernozem 0.148–0.153 906.66
5 Ordinary chernozem slightly eroded 0.153–0.158 626.04
6 Ordinary chernozem moderately eroded 0.158–0.163 84.87
7 Ordinary chernozem strongly eroded 0.163–0.199 55.35

2158.2 (total)

Table 3. Ranges of “C” coefficient values for a TSM.

Soil Number in the
Legend of a TSM

Name of the Soil in the Legend of the
TSM

The Range of the “C” Coefficient
Values (Min-Max) for the Contours

of a TSM

Soil Area of TSM
(ha)

1 Meadow-chernozem 0.114–0.154 51.19

2 Ordinary chernozem 0.114–0.176 357.69

3 Ordinary chernozem slightly deflated 0.103–0.172 1194.90

4 Ordinary chernozem non-eroded and
slightly eroded (10–25%) 0.117–0.180 484.34

5 Ordinary chernozem slightly eroded 0.133–0.199 127.17

2215.29 (total)

3.3. Scheme of Arable Land

Based on the GIS project, a retrospective monitoring of the soil and land cover was
carried out. The boundaries of 20 agricultural fields were digitized with a scale accuracy of
1:10,000. The area of digitization was 2215 ha (Figure 1).
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3.4. Vector Version of a Traditional Soil Map (TSM)

The result of georeferencing of a TSM in raster form is shown in Figure 4a. The vector
version of the TSM was obtained for all arable lands of the study area. The map consists of
9 contours (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. ASM/TSM (fragment) [120]. (a) Georeferenced raster image. (b) Vector version on RDS
Landsat. Soils are marked with numbers: (1) Meadow-chernozem, thick, low-humus, clayey on
hypergenized loess-like clays; (2) Ciscaucasian chernozem, thick, carbonate, low-humus, clayey
on loess-like clays; (3) Ciscaucasian chernozem, thick, slightly deflated, carbonate, slightly humus,
clayey on loess-like clays; (4) Combination of Ciscaucasian chernozem, thick, calcareous, low-humus
(75–90%) with Ciscaucasian chernozems, medium-thick, calcareous, slightly eroded; (5) Ciscaucasian
chernozem, medium-thick, carbonate, slightly humus (in some places low-humus), slightly eroded,
clayey on loess-like clays. Note: authentic names of soils have been preserved. Ciscaucasian
chernozem in this study refers to ordinary chernozem.

3.5. Selection of Frames Suitable for Calculations of RSD and Detection of BSS

Based on machine learning, 244 Landsat frames for the period from 1984 to 2021 were
selected from 1028 in the archives. Based on the neural network on the selected 244 frames,
the areas of the BSS were identified.

3.6. Map of Values of Coefficient “C” of Multitemporal Soil Line (MSL)

For each of the 24,611 pixels for the studied territory, the parameters of the ellipse
approximation of the MSL were calculated. A map with the coefficient “C” values of the
MSL is shown in Figure 5a. The coefficient “C” values for each of the 76 soil pits are given
in Table 1.
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3.7. Intersection of the TSM and the “C” Coefficient Map

The intersection of the vector version of a TSM and the map of coefficient “C” values
was carried out. Each soil type/variation in the TSM was assigned average values of the
coefficient “C” for the certain soil type (Figure 5b).

Figure 5b shows a map of the average “C” coefficient values for each legend class in
the TSM. For the convenience of analysis, the coloring of the resulting map is similar to the
map of coefficient “C” values. It follows from Figure 5 that all classes of the legend in the
TSM have their average values of the “C” coefficient, which differ from each other. The
average values of the “C” coefficient for each class of the legend in the TSM are statistically
significantly different (Table S1 and Figure 6a). This confirms both the information content
of the multitemporal spectral characteristics for soil cover detection and the quality of
the TSM.
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In other words, the values of the “C” coefficient have a soil interpretation, and the soil
contours of a TSM have their own spectral characteristics.

3.8. Map of Soil Interpretation of Coefficient “C” (SIC “C”)

Based on the intersection of the soil cross-section map and the map of the coefficient
“C”, the ranges of coefficient “C” values characterizing each of the 7 soil varieties were
selected (Table 2). A map of the soil interpretation of the “C” coefficient was constructed
(Figure 7).
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The cartographic materials obtained during the work were added as additional sepa-
rate layers to the GIS project (the first 7 layers are shown in Section 3.1):

(8) Map of soil profiles;
(9) Scheme of arable land;
(10) Raster georeferenced TSM;
(11) Vector georeferenced TSM;
(12) Map of coefficient “C”.

3.9. Analysis
3.9.1. Correction of the TSM Based on the Results of Intersection of the TSM and the Map
of “C” Coefficient Values

The results of the intersection of the TSM and the map of the “C” coefficient values look
more complicated if we present not only the average values, but also the characteristics of
the ranges of the “C” coefficient values (Figure 6b) for soil-type differences. It follows from
the graph that the ranges of coefficient “C” values for different classes of the legend in the
TSM significantly overlap. Thus, the ranges of spectral values of meadow soils are entirely
within the ranges of values for ordinary chernozems. The range of coefficient “C” values of
chernozem slightly eroded generally includes all ranges of other soil varieties. This makes
it difficult to correctly determine the ranges of the “C” coefficient for soil interpretation of
the spectral values.

On the other hand, the very existence of a map of the average values of the “C”
coefficient for each class of the legend of the TSM (Figure 4) indicates the possibility of
setting the ranges of the “C” coefficient values for soil interpretation. Possible ranges of the
coefficient “C” values for the legend of the TSM are presented in Table 3.

3.9.2. Comparison of the TSM and the Soil Interpretation Map of the “C” Coefficient

Figure 8 shows a map of the soil interpretation of the coefficient “C” with the contour
boundaries of the TSM superimposed on it. For the convenience of analysis, the SIC “C”
map is presented in a coloring similar to the coloring of the “C” coefficient map in Figure 5a.
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non-eroded and slightly eroded (10–25%); (5) Ordinary chernozem slightly eroded) with the SIC “C”
map (Soils: (1) Chernozem-meadow slitized; (2) Meadow-chernozem deeply slitized; (3) Meadow-
chernozem; (4) Ordinary chernozem; (5) Ordinary chernozem slightly eroded; (6) Ordinary cher-
nozem moderately eroded; (7) Ordinary chernozem strongly eroded).

First, it should be noted that the SIC “C” map has a richer legend of 7 points. On the
TSM, there are no overcompacted slitized soils and soils with medium and strong erosion
levels. Detection of overcompacted slitized soils is important for agriculture because these
areas are lower in fertility than zonal soil. Also, the moderate and severe level of erosion is
negatively affected on soil fertility. For the needs of modern precision farming, the TSM is
depleted of information on negative/degradation soil processes.

Second, it is necessary to note the omissions of contours on the TSM. So, the soils of
the meadow group/row are marked on the TSM on 5 contours. These contours on the SIC
“C” map correspond to overcompacted slitized soils. On the SIC “C” map, there are twice
as many contours of overcompacted slitized soils as there are soils of the meadow series on
the TSM (Figures 7 and 8). The areas of distribution of overcompacted slitized soils are five
times larger on the SIC “C” map than on the TSM (Tables 2 and 3).

The TSM, in comparison with the SIC “C” map, significantly underestimates the soil
nomenclature and the areas of distribution of soil types and subtypes with the manifestation
of degradation processes (Tables 2 and 3).

3.9.3. Estimation of the TSM Accuracy Based on the Results of Ground Surveys

The TSM contains 5 soil names (Table 3). During field survey/verification (76 soil
profiles are analyzed), 7 soil names were identified (Table 2). The conformity between the
soil names of the TSM and the names of soils according to the field survey is shown in
Table 4. Table 4 gives the numbers of soils taking into account Table 3, and shows how
many soil profiles with names according to Table 2 fell within the soil contours of the TSM.

Table 4. Combinations of the class numbers of the legend of the TSM and the numbers of the soil
names according to field survey.

Soil Class (Name) of the TSM
According to Table 3

Soil Class of Soil Profiles
According to Table 2

The Number of Soil Profiles (Table 2) That Fell
into the Contour of the TSM (Table 3)

1 1 5
1 2 1
2 4 5
2 3 4
2 2 2
2 1 1
2 5 1
3 4 14
3 5 10
3 1 2
3 6 3
3 2 3
3 3 1
3 7 1
4 5 5
4 6 5
4 4 3
4 3 1
4 7 1
5 7 6
5 6 1
5 4 1
5 3 0
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According to Table 4 on the TSM there is no moderately and severely degraded soil on
arable land. In the contours of deflated soils, only 41% of soil pits with degradation are
noted. Compacted slitized soils are marked as soils of the meadow series. It is difficult to
assess the accuracy of a TSM in terms of information theory for all 5 soil types. It is much
easier to pass to the concept of false-positive results if we group the legend of the TSM
into 3 groups: meadow soils, non-degraded chernozems, and degraded chernozems. Soils
according to data from field survey (soil profiles description) can be grouped similarly:

(1) Soils of the meadow series.

In total, soils of the meadow series are described in 14 (soil pits) out of 76 possible.
Of these, 6 fell into the meadow soil contours in the TSM (Class 1, Table 3). No other
soil pits were noted in the contours of meadow soils. The errors of the first kind for soils
of the meadow series were 0%, and the errors of the second kind were 57%. Thus, most
of the meadow soils are located outside the meadow contours in the TSM. The contours
themselves are defined correctly.

(2) Non-degraded chernozems.

Non-degraded chernozems should make up 100% of soils in the contours of Class
2 (Table 3) and 75–90% in Class 4. Class 2 is provided by 13 soil pits, 9 of which are
non-degraded chernozems. In total, non-degraded chernozems are found in 29 of the soil
sample points. Error of the first kind—31%, 55%—of the second. Similar to the soils of the
meadow series, non-degraded chernozems in most cases are located outside the contours
of non-degraded soils in the TSM. The contours of non-degraded soils themselves are well
distinguished, but they include soils of the meadow series.

(3) Non-degraded chernozems in combination with degraded chernozems.

Class 4 (Table 3) contains 15 soil profiles. Based on the legend of the TSM, 4 of them
should refer to degraded chernozems and 11 to non-degraded ones (20% to 80%). According
to the field survey, 12 soil profiles were classified as degraded, and 3 as non-degraded. An
error of the first kind—53%. The contours of Class 4 (Table 3) are poorly distinguished
because they underestimate the spread of a degradation process—erosion.

(4) Deflated chernozems.

The contours of deflated chernozems (Class 3, Table 3) contain 34 soil pits, of which
14 belong to degraded soils. An error of the first kind is 59%. The contours of Class 3
(Table 3) are poorly distinguished because significantly overestimate the distribution of
degraded soils. The contours should be attributed to non-degraded soils in combination
with degraded soils. Also, in the contours, there is a large distribution of soils of the
meadow series.

(5) Degraded chernozems.

Slightly eroded soils have Class 5 (Table 3). For this Class, 8 soil pits are detected/
described, of which 6 are highly degraded soils and one soil profile/point is moderately
degraded soil. The error of the first kind is 12.5%. The contours of Class 5 are generally
correct. The main disadvantage of these contours is the legend. According to this legend,
Class 5 is poorly eroded soil. According to a field survey, these soils are predominantly
strongly eroded.

An error of the second kind was calculated for all contours of degraded soils (Classes 3,
4, and 5; Table 3) and amounted to 35%. The entire area of erosion distribution is identified
better than Classes 3 and 4, which are included in this area.

As we can see, even with the coarsening of the legend, only the contours of meadow
slitized and strongly eroded soils have an acceptable error of the first kind, 0 and 12.5%.
The error of the second kind is large for all contours of the TSM without exception. This
means that the TSM underestimates the distribution of meadow slitized overcompacted
soils, and moderately and strongly eroded soils. The remaining soils in more than 50%
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of cases are situated outside their contours. For all contours of the map, 37 out of 76 soil
profiles can be attributed to being in their classes.

3.9.4. Assessment of the SIC “C” Map Accuracy Based on the Results of Ground Surveys

Since the legend of the SIC “C” map was created based on a field survey, the soil
naming classes of the map and soil profiles are identical. Only combinations of soil profiles
and contours of the map should be considered (Table 5).

Table 5. Combinations of class numbers of the SIC “C” map legend and soil profiles of field survey.

Soil Class of the SIC “C” Map
According to Table 2

Soil Class of Field Survey According to
Table 2

The Number of Soil Pits That Fell into the
Contour of the SIC “C” Map

1 1 6
1 2 2
2 1 1
2 2 4
2 3 1
3 3 5
3 4 2
4 4 16
4 5 5
5 5 11
5 4 4
5 6 3
6 6 6
7 7 8

(1) Class 1 (Table 2)—chernozem-meadow soils. The first kind of error (type I error) is
25%, and the second (type II error)—14%. Errors summed up only because of the
mutual intersection of Class 1 and Class 2—meadow-chernozem soil. The soils are
spectrally and morphologically similar. The main difference is the degree of soil
moisture. Both soils are slitized and overcompacted.

(2) Class 2 (Table 2)—meadow-chernozem soils. Error of I and II types are the same—
33%. Errors are totalized due to the joint intersection of Class 2 with Classes 1 and
3—meadow-chernozem soil. The soils are spectrally and morphologically similar. The
main difference is the degree of moisture and the degree of compaction, as well as the
slitization factor. If the intersection of Classes 1 and 2 can be considered to be a minor
error, Class 3 refers to non-degraded chernozems with a higher degree of moisture
supply, i.e., Classes 1 and 2 refer to soils with low agricultural productivity, and Class
3 to high ones.

(3) Class 3 (Table 2)—meadow-like chernozem soils. Type I error is 33% and type II error
is 14%. Errors are added up due to the mutual intersection of Class 3 with Class
2—meadow–chernozem soil.

(4) Class 4 (Table 2)—ordinary chernozems, not degraded. Type I error is 24% and type
II error is 27%. Most of the errors (9 out of 11) are added up due to the mutual
intersection of Class 4 and Class 5—ordinary chernozem slightly eroded. The soils
are spectrally and morphologically similar. The main difference is the thickness of
the humus horizon and the OM content in the arable layer. The identification of these
soils, even in the field, is not always possible.

(5) Class 5 (Table 2)—ordinary chernozem slightly eroded. Type I error is 39% and type
II error is 31%. Errors are added up due to the mutual intersection of Class 5 with
classes—4 and 6—ordinary chernozem moderately eroded. The distinguishing of
chernozem according to the degree of erosion is possible only according to the humus
horizon thickness and the OM content in the plow horizon. In space, this is a very
smooth transition, which is difficult to detect spectrally.
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(6) Class 6 (Table 2)—ordinary chernozem moderately eroded. Type I error is 0% and
type II error is 33%. Errors are formed due to the mutual intersection of Class 6 with
Class 5—ordinary chernozem slightly eroded.

(7) Class 7 (Table 2)—ordinary chernozem strongly eroded. Type I and II errors are the
same—0%. The spectral brightness of strongly eroded soils increases sharply because
humus horizons are almost completely lost. Low-humus carbonate horizons with
high reflectivity come to the surface.

For the reasons and magnitudes of type I and II errors, Classes 2 and 5 can be distin-
guished as the most problematic. These classes intersect with two adjacent classes. This
shows the smoothness of spatial transitions in the meadow series of soils (chernozem-
meadow and meadow-chernozem) and in the series of increasing degrees of erosion from
non-degraded to moderately degraded.

Across the entire SIC “C” map, 56 out of 76 soil profiles fell into their classes.

3.9.5. Comparison in the Accuracy of the TSM and the SIC “C” Map When Both Maps Are
Aggregated into Three Classes

As already noted, the TSM and the SIC “S” map have different legends with a different
number of classes. Using Table 5, both maps can be reclassified into a single legend:

(1) Consider meadow-chernozem soils on hypergenized clays (Class 1, Table 3) and
slitized soils (Classes 1 and 2, Table 2) as synonyms. It is conditionally possible to call
this association the soils of the meadow series.

(2) Consider ordinary chernozems (Class 2, Table 3) and non-degraded soils (Classes
3 and 4, Table 2) as synonyms. It is conditionally possible to call this association
non-degraded chernozems.

(3) Consider as a single class the entire area of eroded soils (Classes 3, 4, 5; Table 3)
and Classes 5, 6, and 7 of Table 2. Conventionally, this association can be called
eroded soils.

With this combination, one can compare the accuracy of both maps in general terms of
information theory:

Soils of the meadow series of the TSM: errors of the first kind 0%, errors of the second
kind 57%. Soils of the meadow series of the SIC “C” map: errors of the first kind 7%, errors
of the second kind 0%.

Chernozems non-degraded of the TSM: errors of the first kind 30%, errors of the
second kind 55%. Non-degraded chernozems of the SIC “C” map: errors of the first kind
18%, errors of the second kind 18%.

Eroded soils of the TSM: errors of the first kind 53%, errors of the second kind 35%.
Eroded soils of the SIC “C” map: errors of the first kind 12.5%, errors of the second
kind 15%.

Thus, the accuracy of the SIC “C” map is approximately three times higher than the
accuracy of the TSM.

3.9.6. Characteristics of the TSM by Organic Matter (OM)

The OM content was measured in 76 soil profiles (Table 1). The graph (Figure 9) shows
the average values and confidence intervals of the average OM content by classes of the
TSM legend. The graph shows a clearly expressed trend of a decrease in the OM content
from non-eroded chernozems to eroded soils. It should be noted that, according to Tukey’s
criterion (Table S2), none of their soil varieties differ significantly from all the others.
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Figure 9. Statistical substantiation of the OM content values in the plow horizon for the contours of
the TSM (Figure 4)—analysis of variance (mean values of OM content and confidence interval).

A similar graph (Figure 10) shows the dependence of the organomineral horizon
thickness on the class of the TSM legend. There is also a well-observed tendency to decrease
the thickness of the humus horizon according to the degree of erosion manifestation.
According to Tukey’s criterion, none of their soil varieties differs significantly from all the
others (Table S3).
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3.9.7. Characteristics of the SIC “C” Map in Terms of OM

Figure 11 shows a graph of average OM content values for 7 soil classes of the SIC
“C” map. The downward trend in the OM content can be traced for Classes 3–7, i.e., for
the following series of soils: meadow-chernozem, ordinary chernozem, slightly eroded,
moderately eroded, and strongly eroded. In this series, only moderately and strongly
eroded soils are not statistically significant (Table S4). Under plowing conditions, the OM
content of strongly and moderately eroded soils does not depend on the degree of erosion.
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Figure 11. Statistical substantiation of the OM content in the plow horizon for the SIC “C” map
(1–7 see the legend in Table 2)—analysis of variance (average OM content and confidence interval).

Slitized and meadow soils stand apart. The slitized soils are statistically indistin-
guishable from meadow-chernozem soils and ordinary chernozem in terms of OM content.
Obviously, on slitized soils, with an increase in moisture, there is no OM content increase.
Most likely, this is due to their lower productivity, and consequently a lower delivery of
plant residues.

According to the humus horizon thickness, five groups of soils differ significantly:
the group of soils of the meadow series (Classes 1–3, Table 2) and four soils in terms of
the degree of erosion (Figure 12 and Table S5). Soils of the meadow series stand apart, as
well as in terms of the OM content. It should be noted that the thickness of organomineral
horizons in meadow soils is greater than in zonal soils, but this humus layer does not
increase with an increase in meadowness level.
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3.9.8. Possibility of Interpretation of Soil Maps as Maps of OM Stocks

Soil maps can serve as a basis for estimating and mapping soil carbon stocks as part of
a national carbon balance inventory, as well as provide baseline data for monitoring climate
change impacts and informing land management decisions [128–131].

Stocks of OM depend on the humus horizon thickness and the OM content. Judging
by the graphs (Figures 9–12), both maps can be interpreted as maps of the OM content,
since each contour has its own certain values of the humus horizon thickness and the OM
content in the plow horizon. The accuracy of estimating OM reserves is better for the SIC
“C” map because the map is more subdivided (the range of values for soil classes of humus
layer thickness and OM content is larger) and sections of the legend in more cases are
statistically significantly separated by both indicators.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Physical Interpretation of Investigations

This study was carried out as part of testing several hypotheses: the existence of
an MSL [34], the information content of the SNSL [93], the uniqueness of the MSL coeffi-
cients [35], and the possibility of soil interpretation of the MSL coefficients. It was assumed
that the spectral brightness of the BSS varies in different periods for each pixel of the RSD
according to unique patterns. Soil moisture is assumed to be the main factor that changes
the brightness of a pixel. The wetter the soil—the lower the reflectivity. The second factor
is agricultural practices (plowing, harrowing, sowing, etc.). In principle, the loosening of
the soil also primarily affects the brightness of the BSS through moisture. When loosening,
wetter layers come to the surface, which reduces the reflectivity.

If over time the soil brightness depends on their moisture, then in the soil space
aspect—the OM content in the upper horizons influences the reflectivity. The higher the
OM content—the lower the soil reflectivity. The third factor is the soil texture. As a rule,
when sandy fractions dominated in the particle size distribution, then the soil has a greater
reflectivity in comparison with fine-textured (prevalence of clay and/or silt) soil [132,133].

Thus, wet soil with a high OM content will be darker than dry soil with a lower OM
content with the same particle size distribution. However, dry soil with more OM can be
darker than wet soil with less OM content. That is why it is difficult, if at all possible, to
separate soils based on spectral brightness in a single image. The situation is complicated
by the presence of vegetation/crop rotations when only a part of the soil is BSS.

During the growing season, BSS goes through all stages of moisture. In addition, it
happens repeatedly. The spectral brightness of the BSS over many years forms an ellipse of
possible BSS values. The ellipse is described by the coordinates of the center in the RED-NIR
spectral plane, the angle of inclination of the major axis, and the length of the major and
minor axes. The minimum brightness values in the ellipse correspond to the wettest soil
conditions in the pixel. The maximum values correspond to the driest soil condition in
the pixel. In general, dry and wet periods mutually compensate for the brightness values,
and the coordinates of the center of the ellipse become characteristic of the average pixel
brightness values [34].

In this case, soils with a high OM content will have the center coordinates of the
ellipse closer to the center of the RED-NIR spectral plane, and those with less OM further.
For meadow soils, the moisture factor will be of great importance, i.e., wetter soils of
depressions (meadow soils) will be located closer to the center of the plane than zonal soils
on watersheds.

By constructing MSL for each pixel for 35 years, it is possible to calculate the distance
of the ellipse center from the origin of the RED-NIR spectral plane—the value of the “C”
coefficient.

In the study area, the values of the coefficient “C” increased in the following row
of soils:

• Chernozem-meadow, slitized, compacted, thick, low-humus, clayey on hypergenized
loess-like clays (chernozem-meadow slitized);

• Meadow-chernozem, deeply slitized, compacted, thick, low-humus, clayey on hyperg-
enized loess-like clays (meadow-chernozem deeply slitized);

• Meadow-chernozem, thick, low-humus, clayey on loess-like clays (meadow-chernozem);
• Ordinary chernozem, medium-thick, carbonate, low-humus, clayey on loess-like clays

(ordinary chernozems);
• Ordinary chernozem, medium-thick, slightly eroded, carbonate, slightly humus, clayey

on loess-like clays (ordinary chernozem slightly eroded);
• Ordinary chernozem, thin, moderately eroded, carbonate, slightly humus, clayey on

loess-like clays (ordinary chernozem moderately eroded);
• Ordinary chernozem, thin, strongly eroded, carbonate, slightly humus, clayey on

loess-like clays (ordinary chernozem strongly eroded).
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In the same row, the OM content, the thickness of the humus horizon, and moisture
are decreased.

The hypothesis of the information content of the MSL coefficients was confirmed when
the TSM was updated. The number of types and subtypes of soils that are displayed on the
map has increased, the accuracy of mapping contour boundaries has increased, and the
correspondence of the map to the names of soils defined in the field has improved.

Increased reflectivity is also an indicator of non-compliance with the rules of soil
use/management, which leads to an increase in soil losses due to erosion and, as a result, a
decrease in the content of SOM [134].

This is the physical interpretation of the work; the need for this interpretation is sub-
stantiated in [135]. As a physical interpretation, regression models of calculated indicators
from field measurements were used [136,137].

4.2. Description of Soil Maps

The TSM has completely understandable construction logic. This logic is based on
relief analysis (Figure 13). The lower part of the slope belongs to eroded soils (Class 5,
Table 3). The middle part of the slope belongs to the complex of eroded and non-eroded soils
(Class 4, Table 3). The most elevated part is deflated soils (Class 3, Table 3). Flat surfaces
are occupied by zonal soils—ordinary chernozems (Class 2, Table 3). Local depressions
are identified as meadow-chernozem soils (Class 1, Table 3). In the study area on the TSM,
5 soil profiles are plotted, confirming the logic of construction. It should be noted that no
soil profiles were laid in the areas of strongly eroded soils.
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Figure 13. Combination of the vector boundaries of the TSM (red lines and numbers; Soils:
(1) Meadow-chernozem; (2) Ordinary chernozem; (3) Ordinary chernozem slightly deflated; (4) Ordi-
nary chernozem, non-eroded and slightly eroded (10–25%); (5) Ordinary chernozem slightly eroded)
with a DEM [21].

The accuracy of the TSM is described above. It is worth noting that 76 soil pits showed
a significantly greater soil diversity in the study area than the TSM. Thus, the identification
of soil contours based on the relief of the considered territory does not describe a more
complex picture of the real soil cover spatial heterogeneity.
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The SIC “S” map (Figure 6) also looks logical and does not contradict the topography.
The spectral characteristics confirm that the lower part of the slope with southern exposure
is occupied by eroded soils. Spectral characteristics make it possible to divide erosion lands
into strong and medium. In addition, meadow–chernozem soils were detected on the SIC
“C” map within the slope (Figure 8), confirmed by ground surveys (Figure 6, soil sample
points 58 and 65). The SIC “C” map showed that the heterogeneity of the slope allows
ordinary chernozem, meadow-chernozem, and chernozem-meadow soils to exist locally
within these slope limits.

The presence of water erosion on the upper slope part is also confirmed. However,
the spectral characteristics make it possible to operate not only by the ratio of eroded and
non-eroded soils but also by separating these soils in space. The percentage of slightly
eroded soils is significantly higher than on the TSM.

The location of the contour of weakly deflated soils in the watershed, identified on the
TSM, could not be confirmed by ground surveys and spectrally. In reality, the watershed
surface is occupied by ordinary chernozems and meadow soils. Degraded soils occupy a
smaller part of the watershed.

Ordinary chernozems non-degraded occupy most of the watershed. In the area of
ordinary chernozems, ground-based studies, and spectral characteristics detect many
slitized meadow soils.

The soils of the meadow series are indeed located in relief depressions. The drawdown
values (relative depth) are about one meter with a total height difference of 50 m over the
study area. Such height differences are poorly detected on the DEM SRTM. The spectral
characteristics make it possible to clearly define the boundaries of the distribution of the
meadow series and slitized soils.

Thus, both maps show the applicability of the paradigms within which they were
created. The paradigm of applying the MSL characteristics showed the possibility of a
more accurate display of the soil cover on the SIC “C” map compared to the TSM created
in the paradigm of the dominance of the relief factor.

4.3. Review of Similar Studies

The possibility of using the characteristics of the BSS on RSD for detecting the spatial
heterogeneity of soil and land covers is, in principle, not denied. On the other hand, for the
analysis of RSD, VI is most often used. Even on the topic (Special Issue) with an explicit
indication of the BSS “Remote Sensing for Cropping Systems and Bare Soils Monitoring
and Optimization”, in most works a VIs were used [25–28,85,86]. There is a change of crops:
corn [26], durum wheat [27], rice [28], and wheat [25], but the methods of processing RSD
change little. NDVI predominates, and LAI is sometimes supplemented by other VIs.

The authors observe VI as an indirect method for revealing the spatial heterogeneity
of the soil and land cover. VIs are a kind of indicator botany, when the state of vegetation
determines the heterogeneity of the Earth’s surface. The transition from indirect signs to
the measurement of multitemporal brightness, as shown by this work, makes it possible to
identify 7 soil differences.

The following are articles on the current Special Issue—“Remote Sensing for Soil
Mapping and Monitoring”:

(1) The process of isolating BSS on RSD.

In a series of papers, we have shown that the BSS on RSD occupies an elliptical area in
the RED-NIR spectral space. This area is on the same line from the center of coordinates
with the areas of crop residues, waterlogging, and places of agricultural fires. The NDVI
threshold defines a sector from the origin in the RED-NIR spectral plane. Cloudiness also
partially falls into this sector. Using NDVI thresholds, it is impossible to single out the
BSS without capturing three or four adjacent spectral areas. At the same time, in several
studies, BSS was distinguished precisely by the NDVI thresholds [8,36,37]. It remains to be
assumed that the colleagues do not have problems with the detection of areas with crop
residues, clouds, fires, and waterlogging.
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(2) Application of VIs.

Of the seven works [6,8,9,30,36–38], three used VI [6,9,30]. In the work of 2021 [7], we
showed that it is possible to apply VI to correct soil maps, but this is not enough. The poor
condition of crops can be due to various soil reasons. In the present study, as in the work of
2021, areas of low fertility are associated with waterlogging and erosion, which look the
same in VI. It remains to be assumed that colleagues in the work meet territories with only
one characteristic of the soil cover that affects the state of vegetative crops.

(3) Informativeness of soil data.

In two works [8,9], a conclusion is made about a greater contribution to the quality of
soil information modeling compared to RSD. At the same time, soil information is, as it
were, a third-party component. In this case, the question remains: “where can one really
obtain actual large-scale information on the soil cover?” Ground methods are known to
be very time-consuming and expensive. The present study is precisely aimed at obtaining
updated large-scale soil information based on RSD. We assume this information/approach
will be useful to colleagues and improve the model quality.

(4) Multitemporal series.

In several works [30,37,45,53], the application of multitemporal RSD series in the
topic of agriculture and landscape classification is studied, which brings together the
directions of our research. Of particular interest is the approach of applying multitemporal
series of RSD with the use of the BSS spectral characteristics [37,45]. In other areas of
knowledge, multitemporal series are used more widely [46–54]. We believe that the use of
a multitemporal series of BSS spectral characteristics opens up great prospects for studying
the spatial heterogeneity of agricultural landscapes.

(5) Correction of soil maps.

Consonant with this study are studies on the correction of ASM [6]. The use of
previously accumulated knowledge about the structure of the soil cover allows a better
understanding of the functioning of agricultural landscapes. The application of the present
BSS study does not negate the information content of VI. The synthesis of these methods
can give a greater accuracy of work on the creation of updated information on the soil cover.

4.4. Direction for Further Research

The works [31,34] show the very possibility of constructing an MSL. The work of
2022 [93] shows the information content of an MSL for detecting degraded areas on the
soil cover. In 2023, Rukhovich et al. [92] showed the correctness of the choice of RED-NIR
spectral bands. In the present study, the information content of the coefficient “C” of the
MSL for updating the soil map with 7 soil differences is shown. However, in all these
studies, Landsat data were used for the maximum period of time—more than 35 years. It is
necessary to establish the stability of the proposed method for constructing soil maps to
the time interval of the used RSD and the number of RSD frames.

It is necessary to set a balance when the number of RSD frames turns into quality. In
other words, when the amount of RSD becomes big data. By “big data” in prospective
research, we mean a state of data where it is possible to extract information from the entire
data set that cannot be extracted from a smaller data set in principle.

First, it is necessary to study the time intervals while maintaining the source of
information (Landsat). If the result of the study is positive, the coefficients of the MSL can
be used to monitor the state of the BSS.

The second direction is to study the number of RSD. If the number of RSD dominates
over the time interval, prospects for using RSD spectrally similar to Landsat, but with a
smaller time coverage (Sentinel) will open up.
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5. Conclusions

This study shows the results of applying two approaches designed to solve all three
problems of ASMs/TSMs: updating, converting to a digital vector form, and using big
RSD processing methods for updating maps. The approaches/technologies are being
demonstrated for the first time. The technologies include several methods for processing
a big RSD, which were developed and published by the authors in a series of articles in
2016–2023 [7,11,29,31–35,92,93]. Technologies are combinations of methods, including the
determination of the BSS location based on analysis of the RED-NIR spectral space; selection
of RSD frames for calculations based on a trained neural network; the BSS identification
on the RSD frame based on the trained neural network; construction of an MSL; and
retrospective monitoring approach. The technological chain (sequence of actions) is shown
in the form of a flowchart. The main novelty of the present work is the demonstration of the
possibility of combining contemporary technologies/methods/approaches for processing
big RSD for ASM updating. Until now, such technologies have not been provided and
statistically substantiated.

The first technology makes it possible to convert the ASM as carefully as possible into
a digital vector form with the most accurate georeferencing. In vector form, all the original
information from the paper map is stored.

The second technology allows the creation of a soil map of the coefficient “C” of the
MSL. For the first time, it was possible to carry out a correction of a large-scale soil map
based on the coefficient “C” of MSL. The presence of a relationship between the values of
the MSL coefficient “C” and soil-type areals on the TSM is shown. This indicates that the
values of the “C” coefficient have a soil interpretation, and the soil contours of the TSM
have their own spectral characteristics. Based on the coefficient “C” map, it was possible
to update large-scale soil information. The actualization of TSM is solved in the form of a
map based on soil interpretation of the coefficient “C” (SIC “C”). The map of coefficient
“C” was obtained completely automatically, i.e., for the first time, the correction of the ASM
was carried out without the participation of an operator in the processing of big RSD.

The SIC “C” map (updated soil map) has a more detailed legend than the TSM
(7 positions against 5) and three times greater accuracy. The accuracy of the maps was
defined in terms of information theory: errors of the first kind (false positive) and errors of
the second kind (false negative). The updated map retains continuity with the ASM. One
of the advantages of the updated map is its suitability for calculating stocks of soil organic
matter/carbon (SOM/SOC). The suitability lies in the fact that the contours of the updated
soil map differ statistically significantly from each other in terms of the thickness of humus-
accumulative horizons and the SOM content in the arable layer. The second advantage is a
more accurate localization of places with the manifestation of negative/degradation soil
processes (slitization, strong and moderate erosion).

For the first time, the correction of a large-scale soil map led to an increase in accu-
racy not only in terms of more quality mapping of soil contours/boundaries but also in
increasing the number of soil contours and in expanding the map legend (areas with new
soil subtypes could be detected) while maintaining a given map scale.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs15184491/s1, Table S1: Post hoc analysis of the means of Cmean
values in soils of traditional soil map (significant differences are shown in red); Table S2: Post hoc
analysis of the means of OM content in soils of traditional soil map (significant differences are shown
in red); Table S3: Post hoc analysis of the means of thickness of humus horizon in soils of traditional
soil map (significant differences are shown in red); Table S4: Post hoc analysis of the means of OM
content in soil varieties of SIC “C” map (significant differences are shown in red); Table S5: Post hoc
analysis of the means of thickness of humus horizon in soil varieties of SIC “C” map (significant
differences are shown in red).
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